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Emotion and motivation – 1
Psychological basis of 
emotion



Munch (1893)
‘The Scream’



Craven (1996) ‘Scream’
Friedkin (1973) ‘The Exorcist’

















Emotions: a Doomsday device?

Kubrick (1964) ‘Dr Strangelove’



Convincing others that you’re not rational

Kubrick (1980) ‘The Shining’



Autonomic changes are hard to fake



Theories about the evolution of emotions

Darwin (1872)



Measuring emotion; category-
based and dimensional accounts



Measuring emotions

Emotions have several components; all can be 
measured.

• subjective
• behavioural
• physiological

Subjective components cannot be measured in animals, 
but clever behavioural techniques can still give us clues 
to their internal mental state.



Universal facial expressions? A category-based model

Ekman et al. (1972); Ekman & Friesen (1975)



Dimensional accounts of emotion



Theories of emotion



The James–Lange theory of emotion (1)

James (1884)

Common sense says, we lose our fortune, are sorry and weep; we 
meet a bear, are frightened and run; we are insulted by a rival, are 
angry and strike.

The hypothesis here to be defended says that this order of sequence 
is incorrect… [instead] we feel sorry because we cry, angry because 
we strike, afraid because we tremble…

Without the bodily states following on the perception, the latter 
would be purely cognitive in form, pale, colourless, destitute of 
emotional warmth. We might then see the bear, and judge it best to 
run, receive the insult and deem it right to strike, but we could not 
actually feel afraid or angry. 



The James–Lange theory of emotion (2)

James (1884); Lange (1885)



The Cannon–Bard theory of emotion

Cannon (1927); Bard (1934)

Objected to James–Lange theory on five grounds:

1. separation of viscera from CNS did not impair ‘emotional’ 
responses in animals (Sherrington, Cannon);
2. the same visceral changes occur in different emotional states;
3. the viscera are relatively insensitive (e.g. to surgery);
4. visceral changes are too slow to account for emotions (some 
affective reactions over in 0.8s; many autonomic responses slower);
5. artificial induction of visceral changes does not induce 
emotional experience (Marañon, adrenaline injection).



Subjective feelings following spinal cord lesions (1)

Hohmann (1966)



“It’s a sort of cold anger. Sometimes I act angry when I see 
some injustice. I yell and cuss and raise hell, because if you 
don’t do it sometimes, people will take advantage of you. But it 
just doesn’t have the heat to it that it used to have. It’s a mental 
kind of anger.”

Subjective feelings following spinal cord lesions (2)

Hohmann (1966)



Visceral changes distinguish emotions (1)

Ax (1953)

Subjects participated in a fictitious 
experiment on hypertension and were

(1) given electric shocks (‘faulty 
apparatus’)  fear

(2) insulted by a ‘technician’  anger in Seattle



Visceral changes distinguish emotions (2)

Ax (1953)

Note also speed of skin conductance change (in 
general, this can be quite fast).



Visceral changes distinguish emotions (3)

Ax (1953)

Anger and fear differentiated by change in diastolic blood pressure, 
heart rate, skin conductance changes, muscle tension, respiratory 
rate...



Autonomic responses to relived emotions/facial expression (1)

Ekman et al. (1983)

Professional actors asked to
(1) relive emotions;
(2) create emotional expressions step-by-step



Autonomic responses to relived emotions/facial expression (2)

Ekman et al. (1983)

e.g. anger and fear both 
increase heart rate; anger 
(but not fear) causes an 
increase in finger 
temperature (peripheral 
vasodilation)



Emotional interpretation of peripheral feedback

Laird (1974)

Naïve subjects asked to move muscle groups one by one 
(for a ‘facial muscle experiment’).

Occasionally, they made smiles or frowns, without 
(apparently) being aware of this.

They described themselves as happier whilst smiling, 
angrier whilst frowning, etc.

They also rated cartoons they’d seen while smiling as 
being funnier.

Note: autonomic as well as skeletal muscle feedback? 
(Ekman, previous slide.)



Schachter’s cognitive labelling theory of emotion

Schachter (1964)

Suggested that

• emotional experience does depend on bodily changes;
• physiological changes precede emotion;
• bodily changes are not solely responsible for emotion;
• arousal must be interpreted.

Two-factor theory (arousal + interpretation).



Unlabelled arousal can become euphoria or anger

Schachter & Singer (1962)

Drug condition:
• Epinephrine informed (arousal, but attributed)
• Epinephrine ignorant (unattributed arousal)
• Epinephrine misinformed (unattributed arousal)
• Placebo

Interaction with stooge:
• Euphoria
• Anger



Unlabelled arousal and eating behaviour

Slochower (1976)



Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada



Arousal on the Capilano Suspension Bridge, Vancouver

Dutton & Aron (1974)



False feedback and attractiveness

Valins (1966)



Summary of theories



Animal emotion,
and how to measure it







Pavlovian conditioning generates multiple associations



CS–response and CS–sensory associations

Carew et al. (1981) and Hawkins et al. (1983) [Kandel’s group]; Brogden (1939)



Blocking

Kamin (1969)

CS (light or noise)  electric shock.
The conditioned response measured (CR) is suppression of responding for 
food.
Suppression ratio of 0.5 = no effect; 0 = complete suppression.

Blocking depends on A and B predicting the same US.



Blocking and transreinforcer blocking

Kamin (1968); Dickinson & Dearing (1979)



Pavlovian conditioning generates multiple associations




